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Abstract

Understanding visually-rich business docu-
ments to extract structured data and auto-
mate business workflows has been receiving
attention both in academia and industry. Al-
though recent multi-modal language models
have achieved impressive results, we find that
existing benchmarks do not reflect the com-
plexity of real documents seen in industry. In
this work, we identify the desiderata for a more
comprehensive benchmark and propose one
we call Visually Rich Document Understand-
ing (VRDU). VRDU contains two datasets that
represent several challenges: rich schema in-
cluding diverse data types as well as nested en-
tities, complex templates including tables and
multi-column layouts, and diversity of differ-
ent layouts (templates) within a single docu-
ment type. We design few-shot and conven-
tional experiment settings along with a care-
fully designed matching algorithm to evalu-
ate extraction results. We report the perfor-
mance of strong baselines and three observa-
tions: (1) generalizing to new document tem-
plates is very challenging, (2) few-shot perfor-
mance has a lot of headroom, and (3) mod-
els struggle with nested fields such as line-
items in an invoice. We plan to open source
the benchmark and the evaluation toolkit. We
hope this helps the community make progress
on these challenging tasks in extracting struc-
tured data from visually rich documents.

1 Introduction

Visually-rich documents, such as forms, receipts,
invoices, are ubiquitous in various business work-
flows. Distinct from plain text documents, visually-
rich documents have layout information that is crit-
ical to the understanding of documents. Given the
potential to automate business workflows across
procurement, banking, insurance, retail lending,
healthcare, etc. understanding these documents,

∗ This work was completed while the author was working
as an intern at Google Research.

and in particular, extracting structured objects from
them has recently received a lot of attention from
both industry and academia (Li et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2020; Powalski et al., 2021; Appalaraju et al.,
2021; Garncarek et al., 2021; Biten et al., 2022).

While tasks such as classification (Harley et al.,
2015) and Visual-QA (Mathew et al., 2021) have
been posed to study the understanding of such doc-
uments, in this paper, we focus on the task of ex-
tracting structured information. Optical character
recognition engines (OCR) are typically used to
extract the textual content and the bounding boxes
of each of the words from the documents. Existing
models rely on language models with multi-modal
features to solve the task, where features from tex-
tual contents, images, and structural templates are
jointly encoded through self-supervised training
tasks (Xu et al., 2020a,b; Appalaraju et al., 2021;
Garncarek et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2022; Powalski
et al., 2021). Although recent results are impres-
sive (Jaume et al., 2019; Park et al., 2019; Huang
et al., 2019; Stanisławek et al., 2021), we argue
that existing benchmarks do not reflect the chal-
lenges encountered in practice, such as having to
generalize to unseen templates, rich target schema
to extract, nested entities, and small training sets.

We identify five major drawbacks with existing
benchmarks that we describe in greater detail in
Section 2. First, most existing benchmarks suffer
from the lack of richness in labeling schema (Jaume
et al., 2019). Entities are roughly considered as
simple text strings while practical document types
have a variety of types like numerical IDs, dates,
addresses, currency amounts, etc. Second, some
benchmarks contain documents with limited lay-
out complexity. Pages that are mostly organized
in long paragraphs and sentences are more sim-
ilar to plain text documents (Stanisławek et al.,
2021) and are not helpful evaluating our under-
standing of visually-rich documents. Third, the
documents in some benchmarks may share the
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(a) Data Collection and Annotation

Type-aware Matching Algorithm

Name Num. String General String

Price Values Address Date String

Example:

Extraction:
May 7, 2020

Groundtruth: 
05/07/20

(%m/%d/%y) Year: 2020
Month: 5
Day: 7

Year: 2020
Month: 5
Day: 7

(%b %d, %y)

DateStringMatch(Groundtruth, Extraction):

(b) Task Settings (c) Evaluation Toolkit

(Extract the Year/Month/Day fields using format strings)

Number of Training Samples |D|

Few-shot Conventional

10 50 100 200
Different Data Types:

Train

Task 1: Single Template Learning

Task 2: Mixed Template Learning

Task 3: Unseen Template Learning

(Unseen Templates)

Test

Train Test

Train Test

DUPLICATE
1Page

Advertiser
Product
Estimate # 11811

MI SENATE

Flight Dates

Order # 1620718

05/07/20 - 05/13/20
John James for Senate 1 MI

American Media and Advocacy Grp

Property

Sales Region
Sales Office
Account Executive

Flint National
National

Pete Veto

Billing Calendar
Billing Type

Broadcast
Cash

815 Slaters Lane
Alexandria, VA  22314

Billing Address:

WJRT
2302 Lapeer Road
Flint, MI  48503
Sales T & C:  www.gray.tv/advertising
Main:   (810) 233-3130
Billing: 

WJRT
Invoice #
Invoice Date
Invoice Month May 2020

05/17/20
1620718-1

Invoice Period 04/27/20 - 05/13/20

P.O. Box 14200
Tallahassee, FL  32317-4200

Send Payment To:

WJRT

INVOICE

Alt Order # WOC12499239

3of

Special Handling

Attention: Accounts Payable Agency Code
Advertiser Code 769

9914860

Product 1 1394

Agency Ref
Advertiser Ref

6930
152346

Deal #

Product 2

Line Start Date End Date Description Start/End Time MTWTFSS Week Rate TypeLength
Spots/

1 05/07/20 05/13/20 ABC12 News @ 6a 6:00 AM-7:00 AM 111-1-- :30 4 $350.00 NM

Start Date End Date MTWTFSS Spots/Week RateWeeks: 
05/07/20 05/13/20 111-1-- 4 $350.00

Length RateAir Date Air TimeDay Ad-IDSpots: # Ch Description Start/End Time Type
ABC12 News @ 6a 6:00 AM-7:00 AM :30 $350.00 NM05/08/20 6:44 AM JJTV040420HF1 WJRT
ABC12 News @ 6a 6:00 AM-7:00 AM :30 $350.00 NM05/11/20 6:09 AM JJTV040420HM2 WJRT
ABC12 News @ 6a 6:00 AM-7:00 AM :30 $350.00 NM05/12/20 6:55 AM JJTV040420HTu3 WJRT
ABC12 News @ 6a 6:00 AM-7:00 AM :30 $350.00 NM05/13/20 6:29 AM JJTV040420HW4 WJRT

2 05/07/20 05/13/20 Good Morning America 7:00 AM-9:00 AM 11111-- :30 5 $375.00 NM

Start Date End Date MTWTFSS Spots/Week RateWeeks: 
05/07/20 05/13/20 11111-- 5 $375.00

Length RateAir Date Air TimeDay Ad-IDSpots: # Ch Description Start/End Time Type
Good Morning America 7:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $375.00 NM05/07/20 8:59 AM JJTV040420HTh1 WJRT
Good Morning America 7:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $375.00 NM05/08/20 7:59 AM JJTV040420HF2 WJRT
Good Morning America 7:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $375.00 NM05/11/20 7:25 AM JJTV040420HM3 WJRT
Good Morning America 7:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $375.00 NM05/12/20 8:47 AM JJTV040420HTu4 WJRT
Good Morning America 7:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $375.00 NM05/13/20 8:29 AM JJTV040420HW5 WJRT

3 05/07/20 05/09/20 ABC GMA Sat 8:00 AM-9:00 AM -----1- :30 1 $400.00 NM

Start Date End Date MTWTFSS Spots/Week RateWeeks: 
05/04/20 05/10/20 -----1- 1 $400.00

Length RateAir Date Air TimeDay Ad-IDSpots: # Ch Description Start/End Time Type
ABC GMA Sat 8:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $400.00 NM05/09/20 8:30 AM JJTV040420HSa1 WJRT

4 05/07/20 05/10/20 Good Morning America S
u

8:00 AM-9:00 AM ------1 :30 1 $400.00 NM

Start Date End Date MTWTFSS Spots/Week RateWeeks: 
05/04/20 05/10/20 ------1 1 $400.00

Length RateAir Date Air TimeDay Ad-IDSpots: # Ch Description Start/End Time Type
Good Morning America Su 8:00 AM-9:00 AM :30 $400.00 NM05/10/20 8:53 AM JJTV040420HSu1 WJRT

We warrant that the actual broadcast information shown on this invoice was taken from the program log.  The station does not discriminate in its advertising contracts, and it will not accept advertising intended to
discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity.  Advertiser hereto affirms that nothing in this Agreement is intended to discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity.  This Agreement is subject to the Standard Terms

and Conditions available at the link located above on this invoice.

powered by WideOrbit

Nested Entity

Annotated Data

Entity j:
- Entity Name:
  Line Item
- Contents: 
  -"Good Morning America"
  -"05/07/20"
  -"05/13/20"
  -"$375.00"
- BBox: 
 [Box1, Box2, Box3, Box4]
- Match Function:
 [NameMatch(·),
  DateStringMatch(·),
  DateStringMatch(·),
  PriceValueMatch(·)]

Unrepeated
Entity

Registration Form

Ad-buy Form

Entity i:
- Entity Name:
  Flight Date From
- Contents: 
     "05/07/20"
- BBox: 
     (x0, x1, y0, y1)
- Match Function:
  DateStringMatch(·)

Figure 1: Overview of the VRDU benchmark: (a) high-quality annotation of rich labeling schema; (b) tasks of
different difficulty levels and different number of training samples; (c) type-aware matching algorithm for entities
of different data types.

same template (Huang et al., 2019). This makes
it trivial for the models to deal with these docu-
ment by simply memorizing the structure even if
the single template is complex enough. Next, ex-
isting datasets use different OCR engines (Park
et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019). The large vari-
ety of OCR engines make it hard to tell whether
the improvements come from the advanced mod-
els or more accurate OCR results. Finally, some
benchmarks only provide the textual contents for
each entity without the detailed token-level anno-
tation (Stanisławek et al., 2021). This makes it
ambiguous to locate the entities in the source docu-
ment and makes it difficult to generate clean train-
ing samples for sequence labeling models (Xu et al.,
2020b,a; Huang et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022).

Based on these observations, we propose a
new benchmark for Visually-Rich Document
Understanding (VRDU). VRDU is designed to bet-
ter reflect the challenges encountered in practice
when building extraction models for such docu-
ments. We hope that this benchmark helps bridge
the gap between academic research and practical
scenarios to facilitate future study on this topic. As
shown in Figure 1, we first collect political ad-buys
from the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC)1 and registration forms from the Foreign
Agents Registration Act (FARA)2, and construct
two datasets. We describe the annotated data, and
the labeling protocol in Section 4. Then we de-
sign three tasks of increasing difficulties on the
two datasets. In Task 1, documents in the train

1https://publicfiles.fcc.gov
2https://www.justice.gov/forms

and test sets are drawn from a single template. In
Task 2, we increase the diversity of templates, but
train and test sets for each documen type are drawn
from the same set of templates. In Task 3, the
train and test sets are drawn from disjoint sets of
templates to measure how well a model general-
izes to unseen templates. Within each task, we
also compare the model performance with different
number of training samples to understand the data
efficiency for each approach. Finally, we imple-
ment a type-aware matching algorithm to provide
realistic extraction performance, where different
matching functions are used for each entity name
according to its specific data type. We report both
micro-F1 and macro-F1 and make this implemen-
tation available.

We report the performance of commonly-used
baseline models, LayoutLM (Xu et al., 2020b),
LayoutLMv2 (Xu et al., 2020a), and FormNet (Lee
et al., 2022). Our goal is not a comprehensive com-
parison of these model architectures. Instead, our
experiments highlight three areas of opportunity for
all these models. First, while the models are great
at extracting from new instances of documents with
a layout that matches one seen during training (Task
1 and Task 2), they do worse on new layouts (Task
3). Second, few-shot performance continues to
be hard with substantial room for improvement.
Third, extracting nested-repeated entities is really
challenging and all models perform worse on this
compared to simple fields.

We open-source the datasets and evaluation
toolkit to facilitate future research on this topic.
We summarize our contribution as follows.

https://publicfiles.fcc.gov
https://www.justice.gov/forms


• We identify desiderata for benchmarks in the
visually-rich document understanding space, ar-
gue that the current datasets do not meet these
requirements.

• We propose VRDU, a new benchmark for
visually-rich document understanding with high-
quality OCR results and annotations. We also
implement and open-source a type-aware match-
ing algorithm to evaluate the models.

• Through experiments on multiple commonly-
used baseline models, we show that there is sub-
stantial room for progress on the tasks in VRDU
with regard to template transfer learning, few-
shot settings, and nested entity extractions.

2 Benchmark Desiderata

We identify five key desiderata for a benchmark that
reflects practical challenges in extracting structured
data from visually rich documents.

2.1 Rich Schema

The structured data we need to extract from docu-
ments in practice reflect a rich diversity of schemas.
The entities have various types such as numerical
IDs, names, addresses, dates, currency amounts,
etc. They can be required, optional, or repeated for
a given document. In several cases, we also see
nested entities. For example, a US address field
may contain address lines, city, state, and zip code.
Considering the heterogeneity of schemas we en-
counter in practical settings, we believe a useful
benchmark should reflect a rich schema. Contrast
this with a dataset (see Figure 2) where the entities
to be extracted are all treated as simple text strings
named header, question, and answer.

2.2 Layout-rich Documents

The documents should have complex layout ele-
ments. Challenges in practical settings come from
the fact that documents may contain tables, key-
value pairs, switch between single-column and
double-column layout, have varying font-sizes for
different sections, include pictures with captions,
and even footnotes. Contrast this with datasets
where most documents are organized in sentences,
paragraphs, and chapters with section headers. Fig-
ure 3 shows an example of a document with rich
layout and contrasts it with a more traditional doc-
ument that is the focus of classic NLP literature on
long inputs.

Proprietary + ConfidentialProprietary + ConfidentialWhat makes a good benchmark? Rich Schema

1

😵

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Examples of labeling schema: (a) specifies
data types for each text fields, such as date strings, ad-
dress lines, price values, and nested entities (denoted
with Bl , Bl , Bl , Bl , respectively); (b) treats all
text fields as simple text strings ignoring the specific
data type (denoted with Bl ).

Proprietary + ConfidentialProprietary + ConfidentialWhat makes a good benchmark? Rich Schema

1

😵

(b)(a)
Figure 3: Examples of layout elements in the docu-
ments: (a) involves rich layout elements, such as im-
ages, tables, key-value pairs, and multi-columns (de-
noted with Bl , Bl , Bl , Bl , respectively); (b)
largely contains natural language like paragraphs, sen-
tences, chapters (denoted with Bl ).

2.3 Diverse Templates

A benchmark collection should involve different
structural layouts or templates as shown in Figure 4.
It is trivial to extract from a particular template by
memorizing the structure. However, in practice
one needs to be able to generalize to new tem-
plates. Consider, for instance, an invoice parser.
If a company starts working with a new vendor
(and enterprises routinely work with new vendors
every year), a model that memorized the set of tem-
plates corresponding to existing vendors is likely
to break since the new vendor may send invoices
with a different template. In order to reflect this
real-world requirement, a useful benchmark for ex-
traction from visually-rich documents should have
diverse templates and test a model’s ability to gen-
eralize to unseen templates.



Proprietary + ConfidentialProprietary + Confidential

1

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Examples of document templates: (a) two ex-
amples of the same document type with different tem-
plates (entities denoted with Bl , Bl , Bl for address,
contract ID, and TV station name, respectively); (b) ex-
ample of different documents that share the same tem-
plate.

2.4 High-quality OCR Results

Documents should have high-quality OCR results.
Our aim with this benchmark is to focus on the
VRDU task itself and we want to exclude the vari-
ability brought on by the choice of OCR engine.
Existing benchmarks use different OCR engines,
which makes the evaluation results inconsistent and
the comparison unfair. It is confusing whether the
performance improvements come from the more
advanced model design or are simply because of
more accurate OCR results. Therefore, a bench-
mark should use the same high-quality engine en-
suring the quality of OCR is satisfactory and the
choice of OCR engine is not a factor influencing
the results when comparing the performance.

2.5 Token-level Annotation

Documents should contain ground-truth annota-
tions that can be mapped back to corresponding
input text, so that each token can be annotated as
part of the corresponding entity. This is in con-
trast with simply providing the text of the value
to be extracted for the entity. This is key to gen-
erating clean training data. Consider, for instance,
an invoice dataset where the “amount due” field
was provided as “0” (instead of marking the actual

tokens corresponding to the entity). This string
may also match several places in the documents for
fields such as “tax amount”, “amount before taxes”
or even content that is not part of the target schema.
This may make it more difficult to generate labeled
examples for training.

3 Related Work

Several benchmarks are available to evaluate the
performance of models in visually-rich document
understanding. The properties of these benchmarks
and the comparison with our proposed benchmark
are shown in Table 1. FUNSD (Jaume et al., 2019)
is a dataset widely used in the form understand-
ing task, which contains 199 fully annotated forms
with three different entity types, Header, Ques-
tion, and Answer. Despite the detailed annota-
tion, the labeling of FUNSD is too limited to re-
flect the rich schema in the practical scenarios.
CORD (Park et al., 2019) is a receipt dataset where
the document images are mostly photos of gro-
cery receipts. There is limited template diversity,
and image artifacts (tilt, lighting, distortion) re-
sult in OCR errors. SROIE (Huang et al., 2019)
is another receipt dataset. Key fields are labeled,
such as Company Name, Address, and Total Price.
However, the receipts in the dataset are similar
to each other so SROIE fails to reflect a diversity
of templates. Kleister-NDA (Stanisławek et al.,
2021) collects non-disclosure agreements and la-
bels important fields but the documents are full
of plain text paragraphs and chapters and show
few layout elements. Kleister-Charity (Stanisławek
et al., 2021) from the same research group col-
lects the financial reports and manages to present
a diversity of layout-rich documents. However,
both Kleister-NDA and Kleister-Charity are not
annotated at the token level, which brings diffi-
culties for many popular baseline models using
sequence labeling methods to be evaluated on these
two benchmarks. DeepForm (Svetlichnaya, 2020;
Borchmann et al., 2021) is a dataset of political
ad-buy documents. Although various layout-rich
documents are collected, DeepForm suffers from
the same issue of token-level annotation as Kleister-
Charity and Kleister-NDA. To leverage the rich
data resource of DeepForm, we include the ad-buy
forms in our proposed dataset, design a new rich
labeling schema, and annotate the documents from
scratch. This paper proposes VRDU, composed
of two datasets of Registration Form and Ad-buy



Dataset Source Doc # Entity #
Desiderata

Rich Layout-rich Diverse High-quality Token-level
Schema Documents Templates OCR Annotation

FUNSD Lawsuits Forms 199 3 7 3 3 3 3
CORD Grocery Receipts 1000 30 3 3 7 7 3
SROIE Grocery Receipts 973 4 7 3 7 7 7
Kleister-NDA NDA Forms 540 4 3 7 7 3 7
Kleister-Charity Financial Reports 2778 8 3 3 3 3 7
DeepForm Ad-buy Form 1100 5 7 3 3 3 7

VRDU-Registration Form FARA 1915 6 ! ! ! ! !

VRDU-Ad-buy Form FCC 641 9+1(5)∗ ! ! ! ! !

Table 1: The statistics of VRDU and other existing benchmarks. ∗ denotes the number of nested entities in the
dataset, where VRDU-Ad-buy Form involves 1 nested entity and the nested entity has 5 entities as components.

Form, both of which have rich schema, layout-rich
documents, diverse templates, high-quality OCR
outputs, and token-level annotations. The Ad-buy
Forms provide nested entity annotations, introduc-
ing a practical structural extraction task that has not
been explored in any of the existing benchmarks.

4 VRDU Benchmark

Based on the desiderata outlined in Section 2, we
introduce VRDU, a new public benchmark for
visually-rich document understanding. This bench-
mark includes two datasets: Ad-buy Forms and
Registration Forms. These documents contain
structured data with rich schema including nested
repeated fields, have complex layouts that clearly
distinguish them from long text documents, have a
mix of different templates, and have high-quality
OCR results. We provide token-level annotations
for the ground truth ensuring there is no ambigu-
ity when mapping the annotations to the input text.
In the remainder of this section, we describe: (1)
the process used for collecting and annotating the
datasets, (2) the three extraction tasks we designed
along with the prescribed train/validation/test splits,
and (3) the design and implementation of the type-
aware matching algorithm used to compare the ex-
tracted entities with the ground-truth

4.1 Data Collection and Annotation
We crawl documents from public sites for the Fed-
eral Communications Commission and the Foreign
Agents Registration Act, and construct two separate
datasets, Ad-buy Forms and Registration Forms.
We use the state-of-the-art commercial OCR en-
gines to recognize the raw data in the documents3.

Ad-buy Forms The Ad-buy Forms consist of
641 documents about political advertisements.

3https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/
ocr

Each document is an invoice or receipt signed be-
tween a TV station and a campaign group. The doc-
uments use tables, multi-columns, and key-value
pairs to record the advertisement information, such
as the product name, the flight dates, and the total
price. They also have a large table showing more
details of the advertisements including the specific
release date and time.

Registration Forms The Registration Forms
consist of 1915 documents about foreign agents
registering with the US government. Each docu-
ment records essential information about foreign
agents involved in activities that require public dis-
closure. Contents include the name of the regis-
trant, the address of related bureaus, the purpose of
activities, and other details. We include three forms
in the dataset, so the documents have three different
templates, Amendment, Short Form, and Dissem-
ination Report. All these forms are on the same
topic so we label them using the same schema.

Labeling Schema The documents in our pro-
posed benchmark present structured data with fairly
rich schema, where entities can be repeated, unre-
peated, or nested, and the data types can be nu-
merical strings, price values, etc. After examining
a subset of the documents, we decide the target
schema with 6 unrepeated entity names for Regis-
tration Forms, and 9 unrepeated entity names and
1 nested repeated entity name for Ad-buy Forms.
The specific entity names are shown in Table 2. The
unrepeated entities are the entities that only have
one unique value in each document. Sometimes
they may be present multiple times on a document,
but with each instance having the exact same value.
For example, a document may have several fields
showing the contract ID but all these fields have
the same content. The nested entities are the enti-
ties containing several individual components. For
example, the line item in Ad-buy Form contains

https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr
https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr


Dateset Type of entity Entity names

Registration Form Unrepeated Entity
file_date, foreign_principal_name, registrant_name, registration_ID,
signer_name, signer_title

Ad-buy Form
Unrepeated Entity

advertiser, agency, contract_ID, flight_start_date, flight_end_date,
gross_amount, product, TV_address, property

Nested Entity line_item (description, start_date, end_date, sub_price)

Table 2: The labeling schema of VRDU.

description, sub-price and other entities as com-
ponents, and models are required to extract each
component and group them correctly to extract a
nested entity.

Labeling Protocol We hired experienced label-
ers to conduct the annotation job. During the anno-
tation, a pool of labelers were provided with the pre-
viously annotated documents as reference and the
labeling instruction as guidance. They drew bound-
ing boxes to highlight the entities and labeled each
entity into different categories. If unrepeated enti-
ties occurred multiple times, they were instructed
to identify all instances. When labeling the nested
entities, the labelers annotated the component en-
tities as well as drew a larger bounding box that
groups the components together into a nested entity.
After the first pass of annotation, a pool of experts
were assigned to review the results labeled by the
first pool. We took the final corrected results from
the expert pool and used them in our experiments.
This is the dataset we published.

4.2 Task Settings

We design three tasks with increasing difficulty:

Task 1: Single Template Learning (STL) This
is the simplest scenario where the training, testing,
and validation sets only contain a single template.
This simple task is designed to evaluate a model’s
ability to deal with a fixed template. Naturally, we
expect very high F1 scores for this task.

Task 2: Mixed Template Learning (MTL)
This task is similar to the task that most related
papers use: the training, testing, and validation sets
all contain documents belonging to the same set of
templates. We randomly sample documents from
the datasets and construct the splits to make sure
the distribution of the each template is not changed
during the sampling.

Task 3: Unseen Template Learning (UTL)
This is the hardest setting, where we evaluate if
the model is able to generalize to unseen templates.

For example, in the Registration Forms dataset, we
train the model with two of the three templates and
test the model with the remaining one. The docu-
ments in the training, testing, and validation sets
are drawn from disjoint sets of templates. To our
knowledge, previous benchmarks and datasets do
not explicitly provide such a task designed to eval-
uate the model’s ability to generalize to templates
not seen during training.

Dataset Splits In each of the task mentioned
above, we include 300 documents in the testing
set. We build 4 different training sets with 10, 50,
100, 200 samples respectively. The objective is to
evaluate models on their data efficiency. The pre-
scribed dataset splits are published along with the
datasets to enable and apples-to-apples comparison
between different models using this benchmark.

4.3 Evaluation Toolkit

To evaluate extraction performance, we propose a
type-aware fuzzy matching algorithm for each of
the entities in our benchmark and report both the
macro and micro F1 score for the dataset.

It is common practice to compare the extracted
entity with the ground-truth using strict string
matching (Wolf et al., 2019). However, such a
simple approach may lead to unreasonable results
in many scenarios. For example, “$ 40,000” does
not match with “40,000” because of the missing
dollar sign when extracting the total price from a
receipt, and “July 1, 2022” does not match with
“07/01/2022”. Dates may be present in different
formats in different parts of the document, and a
model should not be arbitrarily penalized for pick-
ing the wrong instance. We implement different
matching functions for each entity name based on
the type associated with that entity. In the examples
mentioned before, we will convert all price values
into a numeric type before comparison. Similarly,
date strings are parsed, and a standard date-equality
function is used to determine equality.



|D| Model

Registration Form Ad-buy Form

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 2 Task 3
(Single Template) (Mixed Template) (Unseen Template) (Mixed Template) (Unseen Template)

Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Macro-F1

10
LayoutLM 65.91 53.64 36.41 28.98 25.54 18.37 20.20 48.13 19.92 47.73
LayoutLMv2 41.29 34.23 0.61 0.47 23.41 17.84 25.36 58.13 25.17 57.84
FormNet 74.22 62.95 63.61 56.53 50.53 40.24 20.47 55.15 20.28 54.80

50
LayoutLM 86.21 74.76 80.15 76.46 55.86 46.43 39.76 79.77 38.42 79.21
LayoutLMv2 88.68 77.51 84.13 82.04 61.36 52.42 42.23 83.89 41.59 84.14
FormNet 89.38 78.04 85.38 82.41 68.29 57.17 40.68 83.82 39.52 83.49

100
LayoutLM 88.70 78.79 86.02 84.04 63.68 53.43 42.38 83.41 41.46 82.27
LayoutLMv2 90.45 80.03 88.36 86.38 65.96 57.39 44.97 86.38 44.35 85.62
FormNet 90.91 80.82 88.13 85.82 72.58 62.23 40.38 84.24 39.88 83.57

200
LayoutLM 90.47 81.77 87.94 86.41 70.47 59.46 44.66 85.85 44.18 84.55
LayoutLMv2 91.41 83.12 89.19 87.65 72.03 62.14 46.54 87.61 46.31 86.87
FormNet 92.12 82.99 90.51 89.05 77.29 67.82 43.23 86.08 42.87 85.05

Table 3: Experiment results of Single Template Learning, Mixed Template Learning, Unseen Template Learning
on Registration Form and Ad-buy Form

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments on VRDU and evaluate
baseline models on the three proposed tasks. We
report the micro-F1 and the macro-F1 scores across
the training sizes proposed. Our primary goal with
these experiments is to demonstrate that several
challenges remain open in this space. In fact, while
performance on other datasets discussed in Sec-
tion 3 might indicate that this is a solved problem,
our results show all models fare worse on VRDU
highlighting substantial room for improvements.
However, comprehensive comparison between ex-
isting models is an explicit non-goal for this paper.

5.1 Baselines

We evaluate three models on the datasets, Lay-
outLM (Xu et al., 2020b), LayoutLMv2 (Xu et al.,
2020a), and FormNet (Lee et al., 2022). Lay-
outLM is a layout-aware pre-trained language
model which encodes the absolute coordinates
of bounding boxes in the embedding layers of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) to inform the model
of the structural information. LayoutLMv2 further
improves the layout embedding by considering the
relative distance between different bounding boxes
and proposes the two-stream multi-modal Trans-
former encoder to learn the correlation between
the image and the text. FormNet goes beyond sim-
ply sequence labeling approach and leverages the
graphs constructed by the layout elements in the
documents to better learn the structure information.
Although we acknowledge there are many other
approaches to solving structured extractions from
such documents (Appalaraju et al., 2021; Biten
et al., 2022; Garncarek et al., 2021; Powalski et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2020; Lee
et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2022), we only consider
these three commonly-used ones to highlight the

challenges common to all three models and inspire
possible directions for future study. As we said
previously, a comprehensive comparison is outside
the scope of this paper.

5.2 Experiment Results

We report the micro-F1 score and macro-F1 score
of the three tasks, Single Template Learning (STL),
Mixed Template Learning (MTL), and Unseen
Template Learning (UTL), under different number
of training samples in Table 3. Since Ad-buy Form
dataset contains a variety of templates and there
are only a limited number of documents for each
template, we skip the STL task for it. We denote
the number of training samples as |D|. Under each
setting, we build three training sets of the same
size using different random seeds, and the reported
numbers are the average result of each model on
the three training sets.

First, comparing the results on VRDU and on
other benchmarks, it is clear that there is ample
room for improvement. Even when |D| = 200,
the highest micro-F1 score is around 90% on Reg-
istration Form and around 45% on Ad-buy Form.
In contrast, FormNet achieves 97.21% micro-F1
score and LayoutLMv2 achieves 96.01% micro-F1
score on CORD (Xu et al., 2020a; Lee et al., 2022).
LayoutLMv2 achieves 97.81% micro-F1 score on
SROIE (Xu et al., 2020a). One might think that
results on CORD and SROIE indicate that this is
a solved problem. As results on VRDU show, a
dataset that reflects challenges in practical settings
shows that there is much room for improvement.
The performance of FormNet on FUNSD is 84.69%
micro-F1 score, and that of LayoutLmv2 is 84.20%
micro-F1 score (Xu et al., 2020a; Lee et al., 2022).
Although there is still room to improve here, the
simplistic labeling schema used in FUNSD makes
the results less representative of practical tasks.



From Table 3, we observe consistent improve-
ment as training data size increases. Even for the
simplest task, STL (on Registration Forms), the
micro-F1 score of FormNet when |D| = 10 is
lower than that when |D| = 50 by 15.16 points.
This 15+ point gap remains across all tasks for
both datasets between the |D| = 10 and |D| = 50
settings. This holds true for all three models, under-
scoring that few-shot performance is difficult for
all models, even for the simple STL setting getting
to micro-F1 scores of just 74.22%.

We also compare the performance of different
tasks, STL, MTL, and UTL. The tasks are designed
to study the template generalization of each model.
From the results, we can see all models performs
well in STL and MTL and achieve micro-F1 and
macro-F1 scores higher than 80% in both datasets
with 200 training samples. We attribute the perfor-
mance to the fact that there are no unseen layout
structures involved when generalizing to the testing
set in STL and MTL. However, there is a noticeable
gap between the performance of MTL and UTL. At
200 training documents, micro-F1 for UTL is 13–
17 percentage points worse than the micro-F1 for
MTL across the three models. The performance of
UTL on Ad-buy Form is worse than MTL by about
3 points. Recall that the test set in UTL contains
documents with templates (layouts) not seen in the
training set. We believe techniques that allow mod-
els to generalize to new layouts even with modest
training sets are of practical importance.

Studying the performance in Ad-buy Form, we
see the macro-F1 scores are much higher than the
micro-F1 scores. The micro-F1 score weighs every
instance of an entity equally, while the macro-F1
scores average the F1 score for each entity. Rare
entities, that do not affect the micro-F1 much can
affect the macro-F1 just as much as a frequent en-
tity. The huge difference between these scores for
Ad Buy forms is because of the presence of nested
repeated entities with a very low F1 score.

5.3 Performance on Nested Entities

We next study the performance of nested entities in
Ad-buy Form dataset. Consider the performance of
FormNet on MTL. The performance of extracting
nested entities vs. other entities is plotted in Figure
5. As we can see, there is a huge gap of 60 – 70
points across different sizes of training sets when
comparing the micro-F1 score of nested entities
and other entities. In contrast to unrepeated enti-
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of FormNet on
nested and other entities in Mixed Template Learning,
where |D| denotes the number of training samples.

ties, the nested entity requires the model not only
to correctly extract the corresponding entities, but
also to group the components together. Currently,
a heuristic method is used as a simple baseline to
deal with the nested entity since no existing mod-
els take the nested entity type into consideration.
We describe the method in detail in Appendix A.1.
However, such a heuristic results in very low F1
scores for the entity. It is still an open question for
future research how to properly extract the nested
entities from visually-rich documents.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we identify five key desiderata in a
benchmark to measure progress on our ability to
solve structured extractions from visually rich doc-
uments. We argue that existing benchmarks fall
short on one or more of these, and propose VRDU.
We define three tasks on two datasets and provide
an implementation of type-aware matching func-
tions to evaluate extraction models on both micro
and macro F1 scores. An evaluation of three strong
baseline models shows that some tasks in VRDU
are very challenging for all models. The tasks in-
clude generalization to new templates, extraction
under few-shot scenarios, and extraction of com-
plex nested-repeated fields. We make the dataset
and evaluation code publicly available. We hope
this facilitates progress in this challenging area.
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A Appendix

A.1 Post-processing for Evaluation Toolkit
We include repeated, unrepeated, or nested entity
names in VRDU. The schema constraints of entity
names should be considered in the evaluation. How-
ever, they are usually ignored by existing models.
For example, the series ID is an unrepeated entity
and each document should only have one unique
value for it, so the model is required to extract a
single string with the highest confidence instead of
providing a number of candidates for the users to
choose from. When there is no confidence score
provided by the model, we simply keep the first
extracted entity as the answer for the unrepeated
entity names.

The nested entity is a new kind of entity name
proposed by our benchmark. Since existing works
only focus on the extraction of individual entities,
we propose a heuristic method to group the related
individual entities into nested ones and evaluate
the result accordingly. Specifically, we iterate the
entities and divide the list when we encounter a
entity whose entity name has been already met
before.

Algorithm 1 Entity Grouping
1: function GROUP(T , E)
2: . where T is a set of entity names to be nested, E is a list

of entities.
3: E′ = {e ∈ E|e.type ∈ T}
4: N = φ . N is to record all nested entities.
5: M = φ . M is to memorize entity names
6: i = 1, j = 1
7: while i ≤ j ≤ E′.length do
8: if E[j].type 6∈M then
9: M =M ∪ {E[j].type}

10: j = j + 1
11: else if E[j].type ∈M then
12: . Group entities when seeing repeated types
13: N = N ∪ {E′[i : j − 1]}
14: i = j
15: M = φ
16: end if
17: end while
18: return N
19: end function

A.2 Case Study
We select four loss cases in the experiments of
FormNet and visualize the errors in Figure 6 to
give readers a sense for the kinds of errors that we
commonly encounter. We hope this spurs ideas for
future improvements.

Incomplete Extraction Example 1 and 4 suffer
from the incomplete extraction, i.e., the model can

correctly locate the ground-truth entity but fails to
include all the necessary information. In Exam-
ple 1, the TV_address field is hidden in complex
context, which makes it hard to recognize the P.O.
Box as part of the address. In Example 4, the error
of Registrant_name is because of the handwritten
characters in different sizes and fonts. The models
cannot group the characters together to extract the
right entity.

Misleading Key Words The errors in Example
2 and 3 result from misleading key words. Specifi-
cally, in Example 2, the model is confused by the
similar key word, “Invoice #”, and extract the In-
voice ID instead of the Order ID, although there
are cases in the training set where the key word
for contract_ID field is “Order #”. In Example 3,
the model fails to extract any entity as Property
since the document is in a new template where
“Station” is used as the key word for Property field.
To solve the rare case in Example 3, it is useful to
take into consideration that “WBTW” is common
in the training set as Property field.



DUPLICATE
Advertiser
Product
Estimate Number 7147

BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT

Order Flight

Order # 273868

03/01/20 - 03/03/20

BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT

MEDIA BUYING AND ANALYTICS

Property

Sales Region
Sales Office
Account Executive

Philadelphia NTVS
National

Anne Clifford

Billing Calendar
Billing Type

Broadcast
Cash

2020 HOWELL MILL RD NW, SUITE D-348
ATLANTA, GA  30318

Billing Address:

WTVD

Invoice #
Invoice Date
Invoice Month March 2020

03/29/20
R120030287

Invoice Period 02/24/20 - 03/03/20

Attn:  WTVD-707
P.O Box 732384
Dallas, TX  75373-2384
Main:   (919) 683-1111

Remit Address:
WTVD

INVOICE

Alt Order # WOC12405035

Special Handling

Billing: (919) 687-2245

Attention: Accounts Payable
Agency Code
Advertiser Code 1106
Product 1/2 1271

1Page 3of

Agency Ref
Advertiser Ref

436502

Deal #

TimeDescriptionChannelLine Reconciliation Ref #Ad-ID RateDay Date Air TimeLength
1 Eyewitness News @ 1230p 12:30 PM-1:00 PMWTVD

03/02/20 03/08/20 1------1xto
:30 $225.0003/02/20 12:46 PM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD

2 Eyewitness News @ Noon 12:00 PM-12:30 PMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $250.0003/02/20 12:14 PM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $250.0003/03/20 12:12 PM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

3 Live w/Kelly & Ryan 9:00 AM-10:00 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $225.0003/02/20 9:43 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $225.0003/03/20 9:57 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

4 The View 11:00 AM-12:00 PMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $350.0003/02/20 11:37 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $350.0003/03/20 10:59 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

5 News 4:00 AM-4:30 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $35.0003/02/20 4:12 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $35.0003/03/20 4:11 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

6 Eyewitness News @ 430a 4:30 AM-5:00 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $100.0003/02/20 4:46 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $100.0003/03/20 4:38 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

7 Eyewitness News @ 530am 5:30 AM-6:00 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $450.0003/02/20 5:44 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $450.0003/03/20 5:45 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

We warrant that the actual broadcast information shown on this invoice was taken from the program log.

powered by WideOrbit

Example 1 (TV Address): 

• Groundtruth:  
P.O. Box 732384 
Dallas, TX 75373-2384 

• Extraction: 
Dallas, TX 75373-2384

125 West 55th St
New York, NY 10019

Contract # 26824876 Changes as of: 3/19/2020 at 4:50 PM Version: Highlighting Makegood 1 Status: Confirmed
CPE: 195/218/790 Flight: 3/9/20 - 3/24/20 Station: WBTW Con Type: POLITICAL/VOTE

Agency: National Ad Placement Advertiser: Security Is Strength
PAC

Market: Myrtle Beach-Florence Total $: $12,800.00

PO Box 191271 Product: TV Office: WASHINGTON Total Spots: 20
Dallas, TX 75219 Agency Order #: 9473506 Service: Nielsen Total CPP: $0.00

Buyer: Lloyd, Dillon Primary Demo: Adults 35+ Total GRP:
Salesperson: SHANNON YALLOF

212-373-8131
Assistant: SHANNON YALLOF

212-373-8131
Traffic #: 2419937

Separation:
Comments: FLGHT 3.15 - 3.28;Separation: 30

3/9 - 3/23 Total Total

# Day/Time DP Program Rate A35P
Rating Len 3/9 3/16 3/23 Spots $ CPP* GRP*

MSD 1
M-F
12n-12:30p News 13 At Noon $500.00 0 30 0 5  4 0 4 $2,000.00 $0.00 0.0

MGD 10
M-Tu
12n-12:30p News 13 At Noon $500.00 0.0 30 0 0 1 1 $500.00 $0.00 0.0

TOTALS: 2 12 6 20 $12,800.00 $0.00 0.0

Makegood Comments
Date/Time Action Added by Comment
03/19/20 4:50 PM Sent To Rep Charlotte Kokel MG due to CBS News Special Report (coronavirus)

Printed on 03/23/2020 at 02:46 PM | * Stats based on Primary Demo Page 1 of 1

Example 3 (Property): 

• Groundtruth:  
WBTW 

• Extraction: 
(None)

r 
-""" U._. Department of Justice 
* Washington, DC 20530 

Short-Form Registration Statement 
Pursuant to the Foreign Agents Registration 
Act of 1938, as amended 

OMB NO. 1124-0005 

Each partner, officer, director, associate, employee, and agent of a registrant is required to file a short form registration statement unless he engages in no 
activities in furtherance of the interests of the registrant's foreign principal or unless the services he renders to the registrant are in a secretarial, clerical, or in a 
related or similar capacity. 
Privacy Act Statement. The filing of this document is required by the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended, 22 U.S.C. § 611 et seq., for the 
purposes of registration under the Act and public disclosure. Provision of the information requested is mandatory, and failure to provide this information is 
subject to the penalty and enforcement provisions established in Section 8 of the Act. Every registration statement, short form registration statement, exhibit, 
amendment, copy of informational materials or other document or information filed with the Attorney General under this Act is a public record open to public 
examination, inspection and copying during the posted business hours of the Registration Unit in Washington, DC. Statements are also available online at the 
Registration Unit's webpage: http://www.fara. gov/ One copy of every such document, other than informational materials, is automatically provided to the 
Secretary of State pursuant to Section 6(b) of the Act, and copies of any and all documents are routinely made available to other agencies, departments and 
Congress pursuant to Section 6(c) of the Act. The Attorney General also transmits a semi-annual report to Congress on the Administration of the Act which 
lists the names of all agents registered under the Act and the foreign principals they represent. This report is available to the public in print and online at: 
http://www.f-ira.gov/ 

Public Reporting Burden. Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average .429 hours per response, including the time for 
reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden to Chief, 
Registration Unit, Counterespionage Section, National Security Division, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, DC 20530; and to the Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503. 

1. Name 

/IA/P/Z£/) fi£tfxncc/A/ 
2. Registration No. 

1995 

3. Residence Address(es) 4. Business Address(es) 

tWid V0AK> Ajy / 0 0 / 7 
5. Year of Birth 

Nationality Barbadian 

Present Citizenship @A__ 6 & D 0 S 

6. If present citizenship was not acquired by birth, 
indicate when, and how acquired. 

7. Occupation 
Senior Business Development Manager, Barbados Tourism Authority - New York 

8. What is the name and address of the primary registrant? 
Name S A f t S A V e S -TotW/S/T? /4V7_</M/7y Address £ 2 0 S&&.AJO s4(T&t & * > ^ % 

9. Indicate your connection with the primary registrant: 

• partner • director 
• officer • associate 
D other (specify) 

El employee 
• agent 

d consultant 
• subcontractor 

10. List every foreign principal to whom you will render services in support of the primary registrant. 
Barbados Tourism Authority 

11. Describe separately and in detail all services which you will render to the foreign principalis) listed in Item 10 either directly, or through 
the primary registrant listed in Item 8, and the date(s) of such services. (If space is insufficient, a full page insert must be used.) 

Dissemination of information and materials to encourage US consumers to visit Barbados for tourism purposes. 

Formerly CRM-156 FORM NSD-6 
SEPTEMBER 2007 

Example 4 (Registrant Name): 

• Groundtruth:  
Barbados Tourism Authority 

• Extraction: 
Barbados

DUPLICATE
Advertiser
Product
Estimate Number 7147

BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT

Order Flight

Order # 273868

03/01/20 - 03/03/20

BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT

MEDIA BUYING AND ANALYTICS

Property

Sales Region
Sales Office
Account Executive

Philadelphia NTVS
National

Anne Clifford

Billing Calendar
Billing Type

Broadcast
Cash

2020 HOWELL MILL RD NW, SUITE D-348
ATLANTA, GA  30318

Billing Address:

WTVD

Invoice #
Invoice Date
Invoice Month March 2020

03/29/20
R120030287

Invoice Period 02/24/20 - 03/03/20

Attn:  WTVD-707
P.O Box 732384
Dallas, TX  75373-2384
Main:   (919) 683-1111

Remit Address:
WTVD

INVOICE

Alt Order # WOC12405035

Special Handling

Billing: (919) 687-2245

Attention: Accounts Payable
Agency Code
Advertiser Code 1106
Product 1/2 1271

1Page 3of

Agency Ref
Advertiser Ref

436502

Deal #

TimeDescriptionChannelLine Reconciliation Ref #Ad-ID RateDay Date Air TimeLength
1 Eyewitness News @ 1230p 12:30 PM-1:00 PMWTVD

03/02/20 03/08/20 1------1xto
:30 $225.0003/02/20 12:46 PM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD

2 Eyewitness News @ Noon 12:00 PM-12:30 PMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $250.0003/02/20 12:14 PM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $250.0003/03/20 12:12 PM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

3 Live w/Kelly & Ryan 9:00 AM-10:00 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $225.0003/02/20 9:43 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $225.0003/03/20 9:57 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

4 The View 11:00 AM-12:00 PMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $350.0003/02/20 11:37 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $350.0003/03/20 10:59 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

5 News 4:00 AM-4:30 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $35.0003/02/20 4:12 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $35.0003/03/20 4:11 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

6 Eyewitness News @ 430a 4:30 AM-5:00 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $100.0003/02/20 4:46 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $100.0003/03/20 4:38 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

7 Eyewitness News @ 530am 5:30 AM-6:00 AMWTVD
03/02/20 03/08/20 11-----2xto

:30 $450.0003/02/20 5:44 AM BFP3020041HM 1WTVD
:30 $450.0003/03/20 5:45 AM BFP3020041HTu 2WTVD

We warrant that the actual broadcast information shown on this invoice was taken from the program log.

powered by WideOrbit

Example 2 (Contract ID): 

• Groundtruth:  
273868 

• Extraction: 
120030287

Figure 6: Loss cases found in the experiments: Example 1, 2, 3 are from Ad-buy Form, and Example 4 are from
Registration Form.
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